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These Proceedings represent the written text of the First International Conference on
Creationisra(ICC), sponsored by the Creation Science Fellowship of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
U.S.A. The spirit and excitement of being a part of this historic event can only be
intimated through the contents of these books. This second volume contains the papers
presented in the Technical Symposium Sessions and several additional topics.
The format for the Technical Symposium papers in this volume differs from the rest of the
material in these Proceedings, In that each Symposium paper is followed by a discussion and a
closure. These discussions were written by individuals who were selected by the ICC Review
Committee as knowledgeable on each paper's topic. Several unsolicited critiques were also
received. These discussions varied from simple questions to extended comments both pro and
con about a particular author's work. A closure is the author's final response to the points
made in the discussion. Some authors went beyond responding to the discussion and brought up
additional significant material. The only exception to this sequence was Dr. Cook's work,
where there is only one discussion and closure covering both of his papers. The ICC believes
that through this process of review the reader's understanding of the author's work will be
enriched, and creation science will be advanced.
Each paper presented something special related to the theme of the Technical Symposium, "The
Age of the Earth". Two papers were judged by the participating authors as the most
outstanding of the Conference. These papers were, "Tight Folds and Clastic Dikes as Evidence
for Rapid Deposition and Deformation of Two Very Thick Stratigraphic Sequences" by Dr. Steven
Austin and Dr. John Morris, and "Reversals of the Earth's Magnetic Field During the Genesis
Flood" by Dr. Russell Humphreys. These authors received special recognition at the evening
plenary meeting on the last day of the Conference.
The "Additional Topics" section in this volume includes: some papers that missed the printing
date for Volume I; two transcripts of two evening speakers, one by Dr. D. James Kennedy, and
the other by Robert Gentry; a new proposed Periodic Chart; and a special tribute to Byron
Nelson.
We offer the following comments:
In May 1713, Roger Cotes, Fellow of Trinity College and Plumian Professor of Astronomy
and Experimental Philosophy at Cambridge, wrote the Preface to the second edition of
Newton's Principia. In that Preface, he argued:
Without all doubt this world, so diversified with that variety of forms and
motions we find in it, could arise from nothing but the perfectly free will of
God directing and presiding over all. From this fountain it is that those laws,
which we call the laws of Nature, have flowed, in which there appear many traces
indeed of the most wise contrivance, but not the least shadow of necessity.
These therefore we must not seek from uncertain conjectures, but learn them from
observations and experiments. ... All sound and true philosophy is founded on
the appearances of things; and If these phenomena inevitably draw us, against
our wills, to such principles as most clearly manifest to us the most excellent
counsel and supreme dominion of the All-wise and Almighty Being, they are not
therefore to be laid aside because some men may perhaps dislike them. These men
may call them miracles or occult qualities, but names maliciously given ought
not to be a disadvantage to the things themselves, unless these men will say at
last that all philosophy ought to be founded in atheism. Philosophy must not be
corrupted in compliance with these men, for the order of things will not be
changed.
By "philosophy", Cotes meant what we now call natural science—the Investigation of the
structure of the world. "Philosophy", that is, natural science, does not rest on
atheism, Cotes argued, but rather must be open to the possibility of creation—"if
these phenomena inevitably draw us" to such a conclusion, then we must follow, for any
"sound and true" natural science cannot exclude the empirical possibility of creation.
Cotes's words ring with a conviction long absent from natural science. In our day, the
bitter winds of atheistic naturalism and positivism have driven the possibility of
creation out of science—yet those winds are turning, and as they diminish, new voices
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are heard, voices which Cotes would recognize, which say clearly, "This world speaks of
creation".
Some of those voices speak in these volumes. These scientists do not claim absolute
truth or certainty for their theories, but ask only to be heard, and judged fairly.
Science has nothing to fear from creation, or creationists—indeed, Western science
began with men who believed 1n creation—but science has much to fear if it unjustly
excludes the possibility of creation. The natural world serves no philosophy, but
simply is, and if science has no higher purpose than to seek the truth about the world,
then it too must serve no philosophy. Any philosophy of science which excludes a
possible empirical truth is contrary to the spirit of knowledge. Theories of creation
must not be "laid aside because some men may perhaps dislike them".
In the hope of free and open investigation, we offer these volumes. They represent the
permanent record of the International Conference on Creationism, held August 4-9, 1986,
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
To God Be The Glory!
The ICC Executive Committee of the
The Creation Science Fellowship
April 1987
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